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Protein domains are conspicuous structural units in globular pro-
teins, and their identification has been a topic of intense biochem-
ical interest dating back to the earliest crystal structures. Numerous
disparate domain identification algorithms have been proposed, all
involving some combination of visual intuition and/or structure-
based decomposition. Instead, we present a rigorous, thermodyna-
mically-based approach that redefines domains as cooperative chain
segments. In greater detail, most small proteins fold with high co-
operativity, meaning that the equilibrium population is dominated
by completely folded and completely unfolded molecules, with a
negligible subpopulation of partially folded intermediates. Here,
we redefine structural domains in thermodynamic terms as coopera-
tive folding units, based on m-values, which measure the coopera-
tivity of a protein or its substructures. In our analysis, a domain is
equated to a contiguous segment of the folded protein whose m-
value is largely unaffected when that segment is excised from its
parent structure. Defined in this way, a domain is a self-contained
cooperative unit; i.e., its cooperativity depends primarily upon intra-
segment interactions, not intersegment interactions. Implementing
this concept computationally, the domains in a large representative
set of proteins were identified; all exhibit consistency with experi-
mental findings. Specifically, our domain divisions correspond to the
experimentally determined equilibrium folding intermediates in a
set of nine proteins. The approach was also proofed against a repre-
sentative set of 71 additional proteins, again with confirmatory
results. Our reframed interpretation of a protein domain transforms
an indeterminate structural phenomenon into a quantifiable mole-
cular property grounded in solution thermodynamics.
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Domains are visually arresting protein substructures with an
influential history in protein biochemistry (1). These famil-

iar, self-contained structural units were first noticed in some of
the earliest solved protein structures (2, 3) and soon came to be
recognized as common features of protein architecture (4).

Dissecting proteins into their constituent domains provides
a simple, intuitive approach to classifying protein structure, a
molecular application of the time-honored principle of “carving
nature at its joints” (5). Many structure-based computer algo-
rithms have been devised to parse the ever-increasing number of
solved proteins into discrete units; a highly abbreviated sample
includes (6–13). Today, CATH (14) and SCOP (15) are the two
most widely used domain classifications. Both are based on com-
putational algorithms but rely ultimately on the human eye as the
final arbiter of domain boundaries.

However, seeing can be deceiving. The dependence on visual
intuition introduces an unavoidable element of ambiguity into
procedures for domain recognition. The most enduring domain
definition, “potentially independent, stable folding units” (16),
conveys the fundamental concept qualitatively. Yet, visual inspec-
tion is insufficient to determine whether a protein substructure
folds independently, and stability depends on folding conditions
such as temperature, pressure, and solvent quality. This inherent
ambiguity is reflected in conflicting domain classifications for the
same protein. For example, CATH classifies human proliferating
cell nuclear antigen (hPCNA) (1u7bA) as a single-domain pro-
tein, but both SCOP and those who solved its structure identify
two domains (17). Again, early visual assessment found that trio-

sephosphate isomerase “cannot be plausibly subdivided [into do-
mains]” (16). Later experimental evidence, however, suggests
that TIM barrels comprise two or even three domains (18, 19).
Clearly, a rigorous, quantitative domain definition is needed.

Here, we propose a thermodynamic framework for the struc-
tural phenomenology that surrounds current domain definitions.
Specifically, we redefine structural domains in thermodynamic
terms as cooperative folding units, based on aqueous buffer →
uream-values (20, 21). Thesem-values measure the cooperativity
of a protein or its substructures and also the potency of urea in
denaturing them. In our analysis, a domain is equated to a con-
tiguous segment of the folded protein whose m-value is largely
unaffected when that segment is excised from its parent structure.
In other words, domain cooperativity, as assessed by its m-value,
depends primarily upon intrasegment interactions, not interseg-
ment interactions.

Structure-Energy Relationship
For two-state proteins, the equilibrium constant of the folding
reaction, DðenaturedÞ ⇌ NðativeÞ, is K ¼ N

D, and the free energy
difference between the native and unfolded states in denaturant-
free buffer is given by ΔG0

½N�→½D� ¼ −RT lnK (R is the gas con-
stant and T is the absolute temperature). ΔG0

½N�→½D� can be ob-
tained experimentally using the linear extrapolation model (20),
which plots the ratio of folded to unfolded species as a linear
function of denaturant concentration, C. The slope of this line
is the m-value, m ¼ RT ∂ lnK

∂C , with units of kcal∕mol∕M. The
m-value quantifies the extent to which a given concentration
of denaturant destabilizes the native structure, as measured at
points in the transition zone between folding and unfolding
(21). The m-value is akin to an intensive variable and overall sta-
bility depends upon an associated extensive variable, in this case
the chain length. In general, each additional backbone unit adds
another stabilizing increment under a given set of folding condi-
tions (22, 23).

Qualifying Ratio
We propose a thermodynamically-based definition in which a
domain is a segment of the folded protein for which the m-value
in isolation and in the context of the protein is essentially the
same. This definition is quantified by the qualifying ratio
(QR), defined as mexcised

min situ
, where mexcised and min_situ are the respec-

tive water → uream-values of the segment in isolation and in the
context of its parent structure. Segments withQRs near unity are
likely domains; those withQRs less than unity are not. Implemen-
tation of this definition is made possible by the fact that the
experimental m-value can be reproduced from the calculated
m-value using the method of Auton and Bolen (24) and Auton
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et al. (25), enabling the m-value of any protein fragment to be
determined computationally. Most, but not all (26), domains
are contiguous fragments, and the method introduced here is lim-
ited to such segments.

Using the linear extrapolation method (20), m ¼ ΔG−ΔG0

C ,
where ΔG is the conformational free energy (i.e., the free energy
difference between the folded and unfolded states) at urea con-
centration, C, and ΔG0 is the conformational free energy in buf-
fer. Consequently, the qualifying ratio

QR ¼ mexcised

min situ
¼

ΔGexcised−ΔG0
excised

C
ΔGin situ−ΔG0

in situ

C

¼ ΔΔGexcised

ΔΔGin situ
;

is a dimensionless ratio of the conformational free energy differ-
ences of the fragment in isolation and in its parent structure. At a
value near unity, the destabilizing effects of urea on the excised
fragment are not affected significantly upon inclusion of any in
situ interactions between that fragment and its parent protein,
an indication that the fragment unfolds as an independent coop-
erative unit. A fragment satisfying the condition that QR ≈ 1 is
classified as a domain.

In contrast to the typical structure-based domain definitions
cited above, our thermodynamically-based definition describes
domains as self-contained, cooperative folding units. With this
definition, such units need not be independently stable, and in
any case, stability necessarily depends upon temperature, pres-
sure, and cosolvent conditions. Indeed, assessment of indepen-
dent stability is beyond the scope of any algorithm that does
not include such factors as variables. Even ostensibly disordered
proteins can often be forced to fold upon addition of protecting
osmolytes such as trimethylamine N-oxide (TMAO) (27). Sur-
prisingly, suggestive earlier studies on the thermodynamic char-
acterization of structural components (28) have not recognized
the linkage between structural domains and cooperative units.
To our knowledge, the definition proposed here has not been
used previously.

As described next, our domain classifications are consistent
with experiment in nine cases for which experimentally deter-
mined equilibrium folding intermediates are available. An addi-
tional set of 71 representative proteins was classified as well; 45
were consistent with CATH classifications, but the remaining 26
differ, usually by identifying a larger number of domains—an ex-
perimentally testable prediction. Comparison with SCOP pro-
duced similar statistics. Our algorithm’s frequent agreement with
CATH and SCOP demonstrates that domains are often compa-
tible with visual intuition, but the many instances of disagreement
underscore textbook wisdom that there is more to thermody-
namics than meets the eye.

Results
Domain Identification Algorithm.Domains were identified in solved
protein structures by using our structure-energy equivalence of
domains (SEED) algorithm. The minimum size of a domain was
fixed at 25 residues, approximating the size of a unit of superse-
condary structure (29) and the minimum chain length needed to
attain a protein-like surface/volume ratio (see figure 2 in ref. 30).
No fixed limit was imposed on the maximum size. The algorithm
identifies an optimal set of nonoverlapping units that maximizes
both collective QRs and chain coverage. The procedure is sum-
marized here and further described in Methods.

Step 1: Exhaustive search:A polypeptide chain of lengthN residues
is subdivided into all possible contiguous n-residue segments
(30 ≤ n ≤ N), and the QR of each is calculated. For each n, the
three segments with the highest QRs and ≤50% overlap are re-
tained for step 2.

Step 2: Likely domain selection: Overlapping segments with mono-
tonically increasing lengths are grouped, and the segment(s) with
locally maximal QRs are flagged as potential domains.

Step 3: Refinement: Potential domains are combined so as to op-
timize a scoring function. Close-scoring alternative divisions are
also retained.

SEED Classifications Are Consistent with Experiment. A literature
search turned up nine studies of experimentally determined,
equilibrium folding intermediates, and in each, our domain divi-
sions correspond to these intermediates (Fig. 1; Table S1). In con-
trast, the number of intermediates exceeds the number of
domains identified by either CATH (14) or SCOP (15) in eight
of these nine cases.

In greater detail, SEED decomposition of (i–iii) T4 phage
lysozyme, α-lactalbumin, and OspA is consistent with the experi-
mentally determined boundaries of intermediate structures (31–
34). (iv) β-Lactamase was found to unfold into two equilibrium
intermediates with a concurrent decrease in the helical CD signal
of each (35), consistent with SEED decomposition into a three-
domain protein with two small partially helical domains. (v) Notch
ankyrin was split between repeats four and five, consistent with the
finding that repeats 1-4 fold as a single cooperative unit (36). (vi)
Sperm whale apomyoglobin was subdivided into two fragments,
helices A-E and helices F-H; the latter fragment resembles an
isolated apomyoglobin equilibrium intermediate (37) but without
helix A. Experimental evidence for a G-H helix intermediate is
inconclusive in sperm whale apomyoglobin, but the intermediate
has been detected in the structurally similar equine myoglobin
variant (38). (vii) HSP33 was decomposed into three domains.
Although standard domain classification methods divide this pro-
tein into a C- and N-terminal unit, experimental observations have
shown that the two clusters of helices in the N-terminal domain
can fold independently (39), consistent with SEED division of the

Fig. 1. SEED classifications of nine proteins with experimentally determined
equilibrium folding intermediates. All are consistent with experimental ob-
servations. Distinct SEED domains are color-coded; colors progress sequen-
tially from N- to C-terminal in order red, blue, and green; unclassified
segments are shown in gray. Protein Data Bank (PDB) and chain identifiers
are: row 1 (1alc_, 206l_, 3blm_); row 2 (101m_, 1ot8A, 1vzyA); row 3 (2pbkB,
2g8c_, 1wyiA).
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N-terminal unit into two domains, each containing one helical
cluster. (viii) KSHV protease was divided into two domains: resi-
dues 4–161, the protein core, and residues 162–226, most of which
is known to be unfolded in the monomeric form but folded upon
dimerization (40). (ix) Decomposition of human TIM resulted in
two close-scoring classifications—one with two domains and the
other with three. Experiments have demonstrated that rabbit mus-
cle TIM, structurally similar to human TIM, contains two domains
(19), but others have shown Trypanosoma brucei TIM contains
three domains (18), raising the possibility that human TIM also
has an alternative three-domain structure. Neither CATH nor
SCOP detected the intermediates detailed above in eight of these
nine cases (Table S1), a vivid demonstration that visually based
methods are blind to thermodynamics.

Domain Classification. A representative, structurally diverse set of
71 additional proteins was selected for analysis and comparison

with CATH. These 71 structures have between one and three
CATH-defined domains; proteins with more than three domains
are rare and were excluded. Specifically, there are 31,286 CATH
structures with resolution ≤2.0 Å and more than 98% have three
domains or fewer (22,104, 7,525, and 1,184 have one, two, or three
domains, respectively). To assure completeness, every CATH
architecture was represented in at least one single-, double- and
triple-domain protein if available.

SEED and CATH classifications differ significantly: The two
methods assigned dissimilar boundaries to over one-third (26∕71)
of the structures analyzed (Fig. 2, Table 1, and Table S2). Among
those that differ, seven of the SEED classifications are supported
by experimental data, but similar evidence is thus far unavailable
for the remaining 19 (Table S2). An almost equal proportion
(22∕71) differ in the number of discovered domains; on average,
SEED divides proteins into a larger number of smaller substruc-
tures than CATH. Explicitly, when these 22 structures are categor-

Fig. 2. SEED classifications of a structurally diverse protein set. Large boxes indicate disagreement with CATH; small boxes indicate agreement. Numbers above
boxes denote CATH architecture. Distinct SEED domains are color-coded as in Fig. 1, in order red, blue, green and purple; unclassified segments in gray. PDB ID
codes and chain identifiers are shown. The figure includes 63 of the 71 proteins. Table S2 lists all domain boundaries, including the remaining eight (1h6uA,
2rikA, 1eflA, 1tdqA, 3i7w_, 5i1b_, and 1stn_, and 1ubq_).
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ized by the number of discovered domains, SEED vs. CATH iden-
tified 25 vs. 36 single-domain proteins, 22 vs. 24 with two domains,
22 vs. 11 with three domains, and one vs. zero with four domains
(Table S2). Among the similarly classified proteins, over half
(24∕45) are single-domain structures with fewer than 200
residues.

Turning now to the seven proteins for which corroborative ex-
perimental evidence is available, four of them—(i) the TPR1 do-
main of Hop, (ii) the methylamine dehydrogenase heavy chain,
(iii) nitrite reductase, and (iv) glutathione S-transferase mu7—
either have one or more detectable folding intermediates or are
structurally similar to other proteins that have such intermedi-
ates. In each case, the number of intermediates is equal to the
number of SEED domains, although the experimental data are
insufficient to define specific domain boundaries. The TPR1 do-
main of Hop (1elwA) spans several tetratricopeptide (TPR) re-
peats; in another protein, isolated TPR repeats were shown to
undergo conformational transition, but multiple TPR repeats are
mutually stabilizing, as expected for a cooperative domain (41).
Both the methylamine dehydrogenase heavy chain (2gc4A) and
nitrite reductase (1aomA) are β-propeller proteins that subdivide
into the same three domains (Fig. 2 and Table 1), and similar fold-
ing intermediates have been observed in other β-propellers (42).
Furthermore, the SEED-defined N-terminal domain glutathione
S-transferase mu 7 (2dc5A) has an independently stable structur-
al counterpart (43). The remaining three proteins—(v) the PEX

domain of MMP9, (vi) BmrR, and (vii) Internalin B—exhibit
modular independence, as expected for a domain. SEED divides
the PEX domain of MMP9 (1itvA) into two domains, one of
which shifts upon dimerization (44). BmrR (1r8eA) is also di-
vided into two domains. The protein contains two small globular
regions interconnected by a long intervening helix (Fig. 2 and
Table 1); CATH dissects these two globules and the helix into
three separate domains. However, the 33-residue N-terminal
fragment of this helix folds with the N-terminal globule (45), in-
dicating that the entire helix need not fold as a single unit, con-
sistent with the SEED classification that groups a portion of this
helix with the N-terminal domain. Internalin B (1h6tA), a protein
from Listeria, contains a leucine rich repeat (LRR) protein
flanked by a truncated EF-hand-like cap and an immunoglobu-
lin-like fold (46). SEED classifies the EF-hand-like protein as one
domain, but then divides the LRR into its first four repeats, with
the last three repeats plus the Ig-like domain grouped together.
In a different LRR protein, YopM, it was found that the first four
and one half repeats plus N-terminal hairpin can fold indepen-
dently (47), and the four N-terminal LRR units of Internalin
B may fold similarly.

Finally, we note that 19 of the 79 proteins analyzed here had
two or more high-scoring domain decompositions. For example,
the top-scoring division of the notch-ankyrin domain (1o8tA)
divides the protein between repeats four and five, but a close-
scoring alternative divides the protein between repeats five and
six. In fact, both divisions are consistent with experimental data:
Repeats one through four are known to fold as a single coopera-
tive unit (36), whereas repeats one through five are known to fold
stably in solution (48). Although the highest scoring division of
human BPI (1ewfA) differs from the corresponding CATH clas-
sification, a close runner-up does have similar boundaries. We
also note that a moderately close-scoring alternative ubiquitin de-
composition separates the two N-terminal strands from the rest
of the protein, consistent with NMR experiments showing that
these two strands can fold independently under nonphysiological
solution conditions (60% methanol; 40% water; pH < 2) (49).
On reflection, there is no inherent reason why domain divisions
should be unique. Alternative decompositions are reported in
Tables S1 and S2.

Comparison with Surface Area. QRs are ratios of m-values, quan-
tities proportional to the summed groupwise transfer free ener-
gies scaled by changes in the solvent-accessible surface area
(SASA) of each group. Other algorithms identify domains using
SASA alone (9), prompting us to question whether inclusion of
transfer free energies makes a meaningful difference. To answer
this question, theQR was redefined from a ratio ofm-values to a

corresponding ratio of solvent accessibilities,
SASAin situ

SASAexcised
, and all

proteins were reanalyzed.
Unlike m-value based decomposition, SASA-based decompo-

sition detected only one equilibrium intermediate in the nine-
protein test set, a clear indication that experimentally compatible
domain classification is improved by inclusion of scaled energies
(Table S1). Differences with the 71 protein test set were detected
as well (Table S2). To probe the basis of this disparity, m-value
and SASA ratios of backbone-only, side chain-only, and backbone
+ side chain were determined for the all domains. Backbone vs.
backbone + side chain m-value ratios are strongly correlated
(ρ ¼ 0.88), whereas side chain vs. backbone + side chainm-value
ratios are essentially uncorrelated (ρ ¼ 0.14), indicating that the
backbone is the major determinant of m-value ratios. In contra-
distinction, for SASA ratios, side chain vs. backbone + side chain
SASA ratios are strongly correlated (ρ ¼ 1.00), indicating that
side chains are the major determinant of SASA ratios; the cor-
responding comparison for backbone (i.e., backbone + side chain
SASA) is less well-correlated (ρ ¼ 0.83).

Table 1. Comparison of SEED domain classifications with CATH and
SCOP

PDB ID*,† SEED‡ CATH‡,§ SCOP‡-¶ PDB ID*,† SEED‡ CATH‡,§ SCOP‡-¶ 

2obpA 1 1 1 1aomA 3 1 1 
1hw1A 3 2 2 1kb0A 4 1 2 
1cuk_ 2 3 3 1p9lA 2 2 2 
1wzdA 1 1 1 1v3wA 1 1 1 
3cx5E 2 2 2 3bfpA 2 2 1 
1elwA 2 1 1 3cj8A 2 3 X 
2i6hA 2 2 1 2fu5A 1 1 1 
1pprN 3 2 2 2nnuA 2 2 1 
1qsjA 3 1 1 1czpA 1 1 1 
2j8bA 1 1 1 1ewfA 2 2 2
1g1sA 2 2 2 1nfp_ 3 1 1 
2hoxA 3 3 1 3daaA 3 2 1 
1lshB 1 1 1 1r8eA 2 3 2
1zb9A 2 2 X 1oqvC 1 1 1 
2j8gA 3 3 2 1nm1G 1 1 1 
2p8vA 1 1 X 2dc5A 3 2 X 
1nh2D 2 2 2 1n13J 1 1 1 
1ef1A 3 3 3 1c30F 3 2 2 
1aksA 1 1 1 1j5uA 1 1 1 
2o62A 2 2 2 2imqX 2 1 1 

1mbmD 3 3 1 1a6q_ 3 2 2 
1iwlA 1 1 1 1u7bA 2 1 2 
1v54F 2 1 1 1h70A 1 1 1 
1m8uA 2 2 2 3canA 1 1 X 
1euwA 1 1 1 1h6tA 3 2 2 
1hx6A 2 2 2 1h6uA 3 3 2 
3bb2A 1 1 X 1j0pA 1 1 1 
3ah2A 2 2 X 1ovnA 3 2 2 
1vclA 3 3 3 2rikA 3 3 X 
2dpfA 1 1 X 1eflA 3 2 2 
1itvA 2 1 1 1tdqA 3 3 3 
1g8kB 1 1 1 3i7w_ 1 1 X 
1tl2A 1 1 1 5i1b_ 1 1 1 
3c2uA 2 2 X 1stn_ 1 1 1 
2airA 3 2 2 1ubq_ 1 1 1 
2gc4A 3 1 1    

*Color-coded comparisons: SEED, CATH, and SCOP agree (black); SEED and
CATH differ (green); SEED and SCOP differ (purple); SEED and both CATH
and SCOP differ (red).

†Last character indicates PDB chain; single chains indicated by underscore
symbol ( _ ).

‡Domain boundaries are listed in Table S2.
§Numbers with strikethrough indicate equal domain numbers but different
domain boundaries in comparison to SEED.

¶X indicates unclassified proteins; comparison with SEED is not possible and
color code is not applied.
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These correlations are in agreement with experiment, where it
is known that the peptide backbone plays the determinative role
in urea denaturation (24, 25, 50). Upon unfolding, the exposure
of backbone units is the predominant energy term although it
accounts for only approximately 25% of the total newly exposed
SASA.

Discussion
From molecules to skyscrapers, persisting structure is ultimately
a consequence of the unseen stabilizing energetics. Accordingly,
we have shifted the domain recognition problem from conven-
tional structure-based methods to one that is thermodynamically-
based, implemented here viam-value ratios. In essence, structur-
al domains have been equated to cooperative units, for which
rigorous identification is possible. This interpretation of a domain
agrees with experimentally observed equilibrium intermediates
(Fig. 2 and Table 1), and it also agrees with visual intuition often
enough to be plausible (Fig. 2 and Table 1).

Our method is deliberately focused on equilibrium structures.
However, many of the intermediates cited here were detected
using denaturants other than urea. Why should a water → urea
m-value identify an intermediate induced by an alternative meth-
od of denaturation? For a highly cooperative process, like the
denatured ⇌ native folding reaction, a population of natively
folded molecules persists even under predominantly denaturing
conditions (51). Whereas different cosolvents may affect the con-
centration of denaturant needed to achieve a given degree of de-
stabilization, they do not result in alternative folds (52). However,
it is possible that differences in stability may give rise to differ-
ences in domain divisions, particularly in those proteins having
multiple, close-scoring alternative decompositions (Results).
Even visually imperceptible changes in boundary selection can
impact domain stability significantly. For example, the third fibro-
nectin type III domain from human tenascin was initially defined
to be 90 residues long, but it was later found that a two-residue
C-terminal extension stabilizes the structure by approximately an
additional 3 kcal∕mol (53).

Previous algorithms to determine domain boundaries have
focused primarily on side chain interactions. Instead, our method
is based largely on exposure of backbone surface area, the pre-
dominant energy term by far when forcing either folding or un-
folding using natural osmolyte cosolvents (24, 25, 27, 50).

It has been assumed that there is no upper limit on the size of a
domain because large (>300 residues) domains are present in
nature (16). To our knowledge, all other methods of domain re-
cognition include single-domain proteins with 300 residues or
more, such as the TIM barrel. Thus far, our results indicate that
large proteins are typically composites of smaller—and often less
obvious—domains. Of our two largest identified domains in 3c2u
and 1kb0A, each with more than 300 residues, the latter one al-
lows for an alternative decomposition in which this large domain
is divided in half (1kb0A in Table S2). These results suggest that
domains may in fact be subject to a fundamental size limit. If so,
arguments about the limited number of protein folds would be
directly applicable to protein domains (54). Systematic enumera-
tion of all possible domains would provide a basis set for protein
architecture (55) and chart a way for pursuits in protein design
and engineering.

Methods
Surface Area Calculations. Solvent-accessible surface areas were calculated
based on the method of Lee and Richards (56) using a 1.4 Å water probe
and the following atomic radii: tetrahedral carbons, 2.00 Å; carboxamide
and carboxylic acid carbons, 1.70 Å; aromatic carbons, 1.85 Å; ammonium ni-
trogens, 2.00 Å; amide and aromatic nitrogens, 1.70 Å; guanidino nitrogens,
1.80 Å; imide nitrogens, 1.50 Å; carbonyl oxygens, 1.40 Å; phenol and alcohol
oxygens, 1.60 Å; all other oxygens, 1.50 Å; thiol sulfurs, 2.00 Å; thioether sul-
fers, 1.85 Å; and backbone amide hydrogens, 1.0 Å.

Blocking Groups. Excised fragments were terminated by added N-terminal
acetyl and C-terminal N-methyl amide blocking groups.

QR Distribution. Both QRs and SASAs were calibrated against values observed
for CATH domains (14). Explicitly, the frequencies of QRs and SASA ratios
were calculated for all CATH domains with resolution ≤2.0 Å. Distributions
peaked in the range 0.9–1.05 for QRs (Fig. S1A) and 0.94–1.06 for SASAs
(Fig. S1B). Accordingly, putative domains with QRs∕SASAs within these re-
spective ranges were considered more likely to be authentic domains. CATH
version 3.4 and SCOP version 1.75 were used in all comparisons.

Scoring. Each cluster of putative domains was scored as

Score ¼ g �
��

∑
n

i¼1

QRi · ri

�
−

 
∑

n

i¼1
QRi

n

!
·
�
R −∑

n

i¼1

ri

��
;

where QRi is the QR of putative domain i, ri is the number of residues in pu-
tative domain i, n is the number of putative domains in the cluster, and R is
the total number of residues in the protein. The first parenthesized term is an
overallQRweight for the cluster, which is reduced by the averageQR (second
parenthesized term) scaled by the extent to which the clusters cover the
protein (third parenthesized term). The weighting factor, g, is introduced
to bias the score against overweighting a larger number of smaller fragments
or, conversely, by a protein-sized large fragment. Specifically, let nj ¼ the
number of putative domains in the range 0.9–1.05 (or 0.94–1.06 for SASAs)
with ri ≥ 60 and nk = the number in this range with ri < 60, excluding chain
termini; nj þ nk ¼ n. Then g ¼ nj − nk unless nk ¼ 1, in which case g ¼ njþ
1 ¼ n. In words, g is incremented (rewarded) for each putative domain in
the cluster ≥60 but decremented (penalized) for each putative domain
<60, biasing the score in favor of domains ≥60 residues and against small
domains between 25–59 residues (25 residues is the minimum allowed size
for any domain). However, a singlèton domain <60 residues is rewarded,
not penalized. If the final value of g ≤ 0, this factor is set to unity. Fragments
with QRs ≥ 1.2 were not considered.

Grouping. Overlapping segments of monotonically increasing length were
accumulated into groups, with two conditions:

Condition 1: ð∀i∈groupÞ lengthðsegmentiþ1Þ−lengthðsegmentiÞ<20residues,
and

Condition 2: ð∀i∈groupÞ ðsegmenti ∪ segmentiþ1Þ−ðsegmenti ∩ segmentiþ1Þ
≤15 residues.

Condition 1 restricts the increase in length between successive segments
and condition 2 restricts the length of the nonoverlapping region between
successive segments. Members of each group were sorted by length from
shortest to longest.

Locally Maximal QRs. The QR of segmenti was defined to be locally maximal if
QRðsegmenti−1Þ < QRðsegmentiÞ > QRðsegmentiþ1Þ. However, the first/last
segment in the group was defined to be locally maximal if its QRwas greater
than that of its immediate successor/predecessor.

Segments with a locally maximal QR were further refined by determining
whether a minor extension (<10 residues) improved the QR. Explicitly,

for a given segment from residuei to residuej (length j − i þ 1), and
for window extensions, W, W ∈ ½0; 9� find maxfQRw

x¼0ðresiduei−x…
residuejþðw−xÞÞg.
All variables are positive integers.

This procedure extends the segment by as many as nine residues and finds
the maximum QR of the augmented set.

A further optimization test was applied for instances of two or more dis-
joint putative domains that constitute a larger domain (but not as large as
the entire protein). In such cases, the larger domain was excised from the
protein and divided into the previously identified smaller domains. QRs of
these smaller domains were then recalculated, and if they increased, the clus-
ter was rescored.

Boundary Refinement. Minor changes in boundaries between adjoining do-
mains within a domain cluster can change the score, and in turn, affect
the rank of that cluster in comparison with alternative clusters. To account
for this possibility, adjoining domains within clusters having scores ≥99% of
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the highest scoring cluster were jointly excised from the parent protein and
subjected to boundary refinement. Explicitly, the dividing point between ad-
jacent domains was shifted one residue at a time, exhaustively, and the site of
maximal QR for both domains was selected as the boundary. Upon comple-
tion, the cluster score was recalculated. In a few exceptional cases, the result-
ing candidates were rejected if one or more of the domains was below the
minimum size (≤25 residues), in which case the threshold was lowered to
90% and, if necessary, further decremented in steps of 10% until these re-
finement criteria were satisfied.

Experimentally Characterized Protein Set. The nine experimentally character-
ized proteins (Fig. 1) were analyzed as described above. However, protein

termini are often crisscrossed (57), and in this event, the protein was circularly
permuted computationally so as to attach the N-terminal segment to the
C terminus or vice versa, followed by manual recalculation of the QRs, using
boundaries from the original SEED calculation. Boundaries were adjusted
up to 10 residues such that all QRs ≥ 0.9. However, if this condition could
not be satisfied, boundaries from the next SEED runner-up were used
instead.
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